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Your little one will soon learn their first numbers, shapse and colors with this bright board book.

There are 100 color pictures which they will love to look at, and 100 simple first words to learn, too.

The pages are made from tough board for hours of fun reading, and the cover is softly padded for

little hands to hold.
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My grandson just turned two and just beginning to learn numbers, colors and identifying different

things. This book was so very helpful to him and to me. He now can count, recognizes his colors

and shapes and is talking up a storm. This book is his afternoon "read to me" book. We sit quietly

and go over every thing in the book and his little mind just absorbs everything.The colors are nice

and bright but not overpowering and the book can be held in his litltle hands. If your child,

granchchild, etc. is ready for more challenging things, then this book is for them! I recommend it

highly and I am sure it will be one of your child's favorites!!

Cute book, lots of words shapes and colors, good purchase.



I bought a couple board books months ago. This one is my daughters favorite. She is now 16

months old. She carries this all over the house, drags it across the floor, eats with it, ect. She loves

to hold it and flip through the pages. After about 4 months of wear its starting to come apart a bit.

There are food stains on it. I decided to place an order for 2 more so I can swap the dirty one for a

clean one & have an extra. These are such a great price and because of the happiness they give

her, I will continue to replace them every few months until she is tired of them.

I literally purchased this less than 2 weeks ago and the edge / seam of the book is cracked wide

open. I was excited as I knew my toddler would love this book as he likes to point to various objects

as he's learning his words, but it's disappointing when after 2 weeks of general use, the book is

cracking. It's not an expensive book by any means, but none-the-less, should last! Overall, my son

loves the book and so do I, the pictures are a bit dated but the general purpose it serves is great as

he likes the numbers, shapes and other images in the book. Good learning book, just bad quality.....

I bought this because my daughter loves the First 100 Words Board Book by priddy books, but was

disappointed to find that she didn't really care for this one. She has looked at it a few times but just

isn't very interested in it. I don't know if it is because she is older now, but she still will go to the First

100 Words book to point at the pictures and "read" whereas this one she has opened up maybe

three times in the months that we've owned it. It's always good to have more books around the

house to enrich her so I don't regret the purchase, but this one just wasn't a hit.

I really like this book, great quality and brightly printed. My niece really loves this book and the

pages cannot tear!!

Great books for children learning I got them as birthday gifts and the mom said they were great!!!

They are really small books though, they look bigger when purchasing but I was surprised at how

small they are.

This series of books is hard cardboard and sturdy for little hands. The pictures are simple and

representative. The colors are bright. Some of the text needs to be a different color for the

background but it's easy enough to understand what it's saying from the picture. My grandson will

actually sit long enough to go through one of these books and he's only 15 months.
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